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Employee of the Quarter

Pictured with KyuJung Whang are Paul Brinsko and Jamie Hartwick

November 2014
Jaime Hartwick can be described as a role model employee, someone who works with a positive attitude, and is very flexible. It is common for Jamie to stay late or start early to ensure the job is done, and done well. Due to Jamie’s excellent attitude and modeling of our organizational values, campus partners often compliment his work ethic and contributions. Jim Gibbs describes Jamie as enthusiastic, positive, skillful, and resourceful. His communication and customer services are great. Dawn Warren said Jamie is courteous, thorough, efficient, and a team player. Matt Steel can’t say enough good compliments – including that Jamie is always polite to the customers and gets things done quickly and efficiently. In summary, Jamie Hartwick can be counted on to do his best every day.

Congratulations Jamie!
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